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Function description 

The control technician will work for Sempro BV and Sempro SDN BHD or other related sister 
companies. 
The technician designs , and install innovative software solutions.  Gathering user requirements , 
defining system functionalities and writing code in various languages as required and a standard 
within the company.  Work together with the development SW engineer who is the architect of the 
SW platforms. 
The role of the technician is to get the developed software installed into the equipment, test and 
tune the functionalities and get the machine running according to specifications. 
The Technician will work in a ease and agile environment with little supervision and has the passion 
for continuously improvement and test driven development.  
 
The technician also will support the mechanical engineers with assembly of our complex and high 
precision equipment for complete understanding of the functionalities.  
 
Working with customers or departments on technical issues including software system design and 
maintenance. 
Sempro expect recommendations for continuously improvement and work alongside other 
engineers on the team to elevate technology and consistently apply best practices. 
Responsible for timely readiness of the projects according to the required specification. 
For personal skills development traveling to customer 1-3 times a year,  do installations whereby SW 
engineering or set-up is required. Willingness to support in Malaysia or China the production on site 
or remote. 
 
Other requirements: 

• Analyzing information and plan the installation of new systems or modifications of an 
existing system. 

• Consulting with engineering staff to evaluate software-hardware interfaces and adjust 
performances to meet the specifications 

• Conferring with project managers to obtain information on limitations or capabilities. 

• Integrate software components into a fully functional software system 

• Troubleshoot, debug and upgrade existing systems 

• Deploy programs and evaluate user feedback 

• Comply with project plans and industry standards 

• Ensure software is updated with latest features 

 

COMPANY 
Sempro Technologies BV is fast growing OEM equipment supplier, develops, supplies and 
services for trim&form equipment for semiconductors. Sempro equipment and solutions play an 
important role in the roadmap towards cost leadership at our customer assembly sites around 
the world. Within the Power product segment Sempro is in the top three of world leaders. The 
Sempro Product Support, Service and Engineering teams are in Netherlands and Malaysia. The 
current organization consist about 40FTE and planning to continuously grow to stay ahead in the 
market. 
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You will report to the general director. 

Naturally you will secure all required and relevant information, lock the technical feasibility, quality 
and efficiency, but also customer satisfaction. 

You are part of the technical support team and closely work together with the Software architect as 
well as you be part of the mechanical team. 

Sempro invests in the development of its people. You will be presented to our existing customers 
and introduced to the unknown markets so far needed. Sempro is a growing company and you will 
cross train with your colleagues frequently to be able to reach the set targets and goals as a team. 

Function requirements 

You have a various technical background with service related supported skills, a talent to create the 
efficient solutions for customers and find the balance in a win – win situation. 

You are a team player and work closely together with all other disciplines to realize the projects in 
the most beneficial way. Furthermore you have a proactive and result orientated way of working. 

 

COMPANY VALUES 
 
PASSIONATE and committed, with the strength and belief in our goals and our drive to succeed 
 
PROFESSIONAL experts in their fields and who respects people and resources with a sense of fairness 
and transparency 
 
PERSEVERANT characters, who are willing to take on obstacles and the ability to innovate through 
challenges 
 
PERFORMERS with the right mindset to drive our forward momentum and pursue teamwork in 
products and people 
 
 
    


